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if you think it an unfair or an inconvenient question. In your experience do you think that is a satisfactory arrangement or would you yourself be glad to see it altered ?—I will express my own personal and provisional opinion in answer to that question and that is very definitely that the system is not a satisfactory system. It seems to me that primary education in particular is not so much the obligation of any one province as the obligation of India as a whole. I may call it a national obligation and whereas I would never for a minute postulate that the Government of India should actually interfere in the administration of primary education, I should certainly like to see a state of affairs in which the Government of India would be able to stimulate* primary education by grants-in-aid ; but they cannot do so at present.
 142.	That is a question which we might discuss
when we receive the report of the Education Com
mittee.    I would just like to ask you this question,
because we may hear something about it from the
deputation on Monday.    We are going to hear the
Anglo-Indian deputation.    Has  not it  been  some
times   mooted   that   European   and   Anglo-Indian
education  might be  centralised ?—Yes,  on  several
occasions since 1921.
 143.	I do not want to anticipate the deputation ;
but can you just help us about that ?—Four argu
ments, as far as I can make out, have been urged in
favour of centralising European and Anglo-Indian
education.    The first is that by centralising it you
would ensure unity and efficiency of control.    The
second argument urged in favour of it is that you
would thereby place the question of financial assist
ance  being   given   to  European   and  Anglo-Indian
education on a more liberal and more stable basis.
The third argument which has been urged in favour
of it is that you would thereby prevent waste which
at present takes place as a result of overlapping.
 144.	Do you say that there is waste at present or
is it merely a part of the argument ?—I am merely
stating it as part of the argument which has been put
forward by those interested in the centralisation of
the subject.    The fourth argument which has been
put forward in support of the proposal is that you
would thereby remove this question from the arena
of racial and political trouble in the provinces.    Those
are the four arguments which have been put forward
in   support  of  the  proposal.    As  against  these  of
•course I think there are certain arguments.    The first
is that the mere vastness of India renders it im
possible that centralisation would ensure either unity
or efficiency of control.    The second is that far from
removing this question entirely from the arena of
political trouble,  you .will be transferring political
or racial controversy from the provincial legislative
council to the central Legislative Assembly ;  and the
argument—a basic argument—which occurs to me is
that if you centralise European and Anglo-Indian
education then you defeat the one main object which
the European and Anglo-Indian community say they
have all the time in view and that is that they should
become an integral part of the bulk of the community
in India.    After all, education is a process that re
presents a stage, a formative stage, when you can to
some extent facilitate or stimulate the process of
integration and you are not going to do this if you
•cut a community adrift from the general educational
.arrangements or system in force in the provinces.
 145.	That conveniently summarises the pros and
•cons.    There was, was there not, a year or two agOi a
•conference of Directors of Public Instruction in the
different provinces about it ?—Yes, in January, 1927,
we  had  a conference of the provincial  education
administrators,   and they  discussed   this   question
among others.    I am speaking from memory but I
think I am stating their conclusion correctly in saying
that almost the unanimity of opinion was against
centralisation.
148. Colonel Lane-Fox :   I suppose there is some
 research work done in this country ?—Not all research, sir, but some very important branches of research are under us—medical research, agricultural research, forest research.
 149.	Agricultural  research   is  under   you ?—Yes.
that is under us.     We also have a veterinary institute
at Mukhtesar.    We have got an experimental farm
for   the   production   of   sugar-cane   in   Coimbatore.
That is under us.    In fact we may say that all the
important agencies for agricultural research are under
our control.
 150.	The Chairman : 1 am interested to know what
your department does.    Let us take for example a
very important agricultural institution which some
of us had the advantage of visiting in Punjab.    Is
that under the Punjab Government,  or under the
Government of India ?—That is under the Punjab
Government, sir, I was just going to state the dif
ference.    The Agricultural College whteh you saw at
Lyallpur is primarily an educational institution.    I
do not know that they do very much research there.
The main research activities for which the Govern
ment of India take credit are done through agencies
and institutions under us.
 151.	Colonel Lane-Fox :   But there is considerable
research work going on at   Lyallpur ?—I am very-
glad to hear that, sir.
 152.	Anyhow that is under the provincial Govern
ment ?—Yes ;   that is under the provincial Govern
ment.

 155.	The Chairman :   Would you just tell me, Mr.
Bajpai, research work under modern scientific con
ditions, whether it is medical research, or whether it
is agricultural research, whatever it may be, of course
is being conducted now in your department largely
I think by the comparative method, is it not, I mean
by  the  interchange  of  specialists  of  investigation
between one department and another ?—Yes.
 156.	My recollection is that, for example in Canada,
the research organisation in Canada is centralised.
Is that not so ?—Yes.
 157.	And I think the same thing is true in other
places,  South Africa, for example.—Looking  at it
from that point of view, as regards the local research
you  have been referring to,   such  as  the  medical
research, agricultural research and so on, is it im
portant to organise it in India not only for the purpose
of seeing that here in India progress is made, but for
purposes of bringing into existence a system of inter
change between different parts of the world ?—That
certainly, sir, is an objective to be aimed at and an
objective which we have always kept in view, and I
may say that although no interchange in the sense
that  you   mentioned,   namely,   our  workers   going
abroad, and workers from abroad coming over here,
has actually taken place, interchange of ideas cer
tainly we have had.    And in the medical sphere
particularly opportunity for that has been provided
by our membership of the Office Internationale d*
Hygiene Publique in Paris, and by our membership of
the Health Committee of the League of Nations.
1'58. And I gather that your experience of the study of the subject does lead you to think that that should rather be looked at as a thing to be distributed from the centre ?—Quite so. sir.- There is of course item 33 here in Part I of the Devolution Rules which definitely says that " Central agencies and* iustitu-" tions for research (including observatories), and for " professional or technical training or promotion of " special studies " are a central subject.
 159.	But you do not suggest any change in the
distribution   of   powers   over   subjects   under   this
head ?—Of course, six, the wording of item 33, as
I read it, does not prevent a province from under
taking research on its own account if it chooses to.
 160.	Raja Nawab AH Khan:  Will you please tell
me how many of the services in your department axe
under the control of the province ?—I do not quite
follow the implication of that question.    There are
three m*"" transferred subjects—the Indian Medical
department, the department of Agriculture, and the

